WCV Soccer Tournament

Point Scoring System (Except for U6 & U8’s):
Placement will be based on win/loss/tie record with points awarded as follows: 3 points per win, 1 point per tie and 0 points per loss. If, based on the preceding system, two or more teams are still tied, the following tiebreakers will be used in the order given.

1st – winner of most games.
2nd – head-to-head competition. If the two teams did not play in previous tournament competition or if more than two teams are tied, this criterion will not be used.
3rd – highest goal spread – goals FOR minus goals AGAINST
4th – fewest goals allowed.
5th – kicks from the mark (home team calls coin toss).

If there is an Ultimate Champion game for division winners, division winners will be determined based on the above system. The winner of the Ultimate Champion match will finish first overall. There will also be place winners within each division.

All-Tournament team members will be selected throughout the day at the discretion and judgment of the referees.

Treatment of Red Cards:
A Red Card issued to a player will result in that player being disqualified from the remainder of the match and all future tournament matches that day. The player’s team will play the rest of the match (in which the Red Card was issued) with one fewer player on the field.

Injuries:
Every player is participating at his or her own risk! Volunteer medical staff will act in their best judgment in any emergency medical situation. All volunteers connected with this tournament will be released from any and all liability for injuries or illness during this soccer tournament.

Other Conditions:
A. All coaches are responsible for the conduct of their fans throughout the tournament. Abusive language and actions by spectators will not be tolerated. The referee has the authority to verbally warn, caution, or dismiss the team coach(s) for the conduct of spectators during this soccer tournament.
B. Every team is requested to help ensure that the field and the surrounding grounds are left clean and litter free.
C. We’re here to have fun and promote the sport of soccer and good sportsmanship to our youth. Let’s work together to have a fun filled day of soccer!